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Introduction

The microcanonical partition function

Threshold effects in a simplified analytical microcanonical model

Threshold effect in the hadron-resonance gas 
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The “many clusters” scenario

Lorentz Invariant quantities Equivalent Global Cluster Canonical or GCanonical

Lost of informations about 
the original size of the 

hadron emitting sources
and kinematics

Lost of informations about 
original correlations 

and fluctuations
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The effect of conservation laws

● Canonical Suppression 
● Correlations and Fluctuations
● ...

The effect of energy and momentum conservation
on hadron multiplicities 

One would naively expect a gradual increase of the suppression
of the multiplicity of heavy hadrons with decreasing energy of 

the system....
Actually it is not so. 

The situation is a bit more complicated!
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The microcanonical ensemble

The microcanonical partition function can be calculated analytically for the simple cases of 
non-relativistic and ultra-relativistic particles with only energy conservation.
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Starting from these expression it is also possible to consider charged particles of both
type (massless or non-relativistic) 
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The microcanonical ensemble of the hadron gas
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Energy-momentum conservation, quantum statistics

Volume

Sum over partitions

F. Becattini, LF, Eur.Phys.J.C 35  243-258(2004)
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Monte Carlo method

Importance Sampling algorithm
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Monte Carlo method

As an auxiliary distribution we use the Mutipoissonian distribution 
(the multiplicity distribution in the Grand Canonical ensemble)
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fugacities

charges

Wider that the mce distribution, easy and fast to sample
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Microcanonical vs Canonical

〈N j 〉micro−〈N j 〉can

〈N j 〉canMesons Baryons

Neutral cluster Fixed Energy-density: 0.4 GeV/fm3

F. Becattini, LF, Eur.Phys.J.C 38:225-246,2004
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Baryons

Microcanonical vs Canonical
F. Becattini, LF, Eur.Phys.J.C 38:225-246,2004

pp-like cluster 
Fixed Energy-density: 0.4 GeV/fm3

Mesons

Antibaryons
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Let us try to understand this behavior with the analytical model....

 Title:(C:\Documents and Settings\begun
 Creator:OriginLab Corporation
 CreationDate:Mon Nov 21 14:49:48 2005
 LanguageLevel:2

E=〈E 〉GCE

T=160MeV

E
V
=
〈E 〉GCE

V
=const.

T MCE 
Tdyn. limit

T=160MeV

Only energy conservationCharged Massless Particles
 (N+ and N-)

Neutral Heavy particles
 (n)
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 Title:(C:\Documents and Settings\begun
 Creator:OriginLab Corporation
 CreationDate:Mon Nov 21 14:48:32 2005
 LanguageLevel:2

Microcanonical vs GrandCanonical
 Title:(C:\Documents and Settings\begun
 Creator:OriginLab Corporation
 CreationDate:Mon Nov 21 14:54:22 2005
 LanguageLevel:2

Charged Massless Particles
 (N+ and N-)

Neutral Heavy particles
 (n)

The first peak disappears 
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Microcanonical and Canonical vs GrandCanonical

 Title:(C:\Documents and Settings\begun
 Creator:OriginLab Corporation
 CreationDate:Mon Nov 21 14:47:59 2005
 LanguageLevel:2

 Title:(C:\Documents and Settings\begun
 Creator:OriginLab Corporation
 CreationDate:Mon Nov 21 14:47:39 2005
 LanguageLevel:2

Charged Massless Particles
 (N+ and N-)

Neutral Heavy particles
 (n)

V=const.
if T GCE=T CEGCECE

if GCE=CET GCET CE

Due to energy 
conservation!

Canonical
suppression
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Grand-Microcanonical vs GrandCanonical

Charge conservation alone produces an 
enhancement. Let us study a completely 
neutral system ...
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 Creator:OriginLab Corporation
 CreationDate:Mon Nov 21 14:46:51 2005
 LanguageLevel:2
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 Creator:OriginLab Corporation
 CreationDate:Mon Nov 21 14:46:29 2005
 LanguageLevel:2

 Title:(D:\DOCUMENT\VICTOR\Gorenstein\T
 Creator:OriginLab Corporation
 CreationDate:Wed Nov 23 11:15:28 2005
 LanguageLevel:2

Neutral Massless Particles

 (N)

Neutral Heavy particles

 (n)
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The hadron-resonance gas

=0.3895GeVfm−3 
Tdyn. Limit

T=160MeV

 Title:mcogcpi0.eps
 Creator:HIGZ Version 1.28/07
 CreationDate:2005/11/18   17.58

Charged particles are
suppressed. The 

Canonical Temperature has 
to increase to keep 

the energy
density constant 

The minimum number of 
pions in the 

MCE is 2

MCE with Energy-momentum conservation
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 CreationDate:2005/11/18   18.02

 Title:mcogceta.eps
 Creator:HIGZ Version 1.28/07
 CreationDate:2005/11/18   18.05

 Title:mcogcjpsi.eps
 Creator:HIGZ Version 1.28/07
 CreationDate:2005/12/19   13.00

 Title:mcogcf_2.eps
 Creator:HIGZ Version 1.28/07
 CreationDate:2005/11/18   18.05

〈nh 〉CE

〈nh〉GCE
~e

−m h 1
TCE

−
1

T GCE

The canonical “enhancement”

Here it becomes stronger than
than the microcanonical 

enhancement (that decreases
with the particles mass)

Higher density     + 
momentum cons.=
higher peak!

m=547MeV m=1275MeV

m=3096MeVm=775MeV
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The hadron-resonance gas
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Lorenzo FerroniThe hadron-resonance gas
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Set the parameters to the same value found for reproducing multiplicities 
in canonical ensemble for e+e- collisions  : 

=0.6GeVfm−3  s=0.7

Playing with some data....
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Conclusions

We have calculated and discussed the threshold behavior of particle 
multiplicities in relativistic gases

The ratio of heavy to light particles near the threshold is enhanced in 
comparison to the Grand Canonical value

The comparison with data is left for future studies  
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